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Abstract 
In this paper we study the properties of the Grassmannian of lines of a linear space. In order to 
obtain a well-defined notion of a Grassmannian, we consider just a class of linear spaces; more 
precisely, the ones having rank greater than three in which a weaker version of the exchange 
axiom holds. Such spaces will be called normal linear spaces. We state six properties of the 
Grassmannian which turn out to be characteristic. Furthermore, by requiring that some geometric 
mappings are continuous, we obtain a characterization in the topological case too. 
AMS classification." 51H10 
1. Introduction 
1.1. We call geometric space an (n + 1 )-tuple G = (G, 5¢1, LP2 . . . . .  Sen), where G is a 
set (whose elements are points) and the elements of  each Sai are subsets of  G (blocks). 
Given two geometric spaces G=(G, ~1, L~°2,..., L#n) and G'  = (G', ~( ,  ~ . . . . .  ~) ,  an 
isomorphism between G and G'  is a bijection 7 : G ~ G' which for any i = 1,2 . . . . .  n 
maps the elements of  5e/ into elements of LP[, and such that the mappings 
7i: , ,~i ' - ' -+~it: :~-'~y((),  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n, 
are bijective. 
A geometric space L -- (S, ~)  is a semilinear space if (i) each : E ~o contains at 
least two points, (ii) Za is a covering of  S, and (ii i) for any x, y C S, x ¢ y, there is 
at most one element of  ~ containing both x and y. In a semilinear space, the blocks 
are usually called lines. I f  the points x and y are contained in a line :, then x and y 
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are collinear; in this case we write x ~ y. If  in addition x ~ y, we define x, y := (. 
When x and y are not collinear we write x ~ y. Next, we define 
x±:={yES Ix~y} for xCS, 
X±:= {yESIVxEX, x,,~y}= ('Ix ± forXC_S. 
xCX 
I f  in L there are two non-collinear points, then L is called a proper semilinear space; 
otherwise, L is a linear space. A semilinear space is irreducible if each line has at 
least three points. 
A subspace (or singular subspace, or clique) of a semilinear space is a set of points, 
say X, such that 
x, yEX, x¢y  ~ x~y,  x, yCX.  
So, a subspace of a semilinear space is a linear space. 
Given a semilinear space L, we define a set T of integers as follows: k C T if, and 
only if, there exists a chain 0 c J1 C J2 c • .- C Jk consisting of k non-empty different 
subspaces. The rank of L is rk L := sup{k [ k E T}. 
If  X is a set of points of L, and is contained in a subspace, then the intersection, 
X, of all subspaces of L containing X is the span of X. 
A topological linear space is a linear space L = (S, Le), such that S and L~' are 
topological spaces, and the following mappings (joining, intersecting) are continuous: 
h:(S x S)\A ~ ~ : (x,y) ~--~x,y, 
s:(~q x L~')* ---~S'((,m)~-+ffqm, 
where (£# x £P)* := {(•,m)65¢ x ~qalg ¢ m, EMm ¢ 0}. 
1.2. In 1980, Tallini [5] gave a characterization of the Grassmannian of lines of 
a projective space in terms of incidence geometry. Since then, in about 30 papers, sev- 
eral authors gave similar characterizations for special varieties. Some of these varieties 
are assumed to carry a topological or order structure. 
Let us assume that a projective space P is given. Let G be the line set of P. 
Let ~ be the set of pencils of lines in P, where a pencil of lines is the set of the lines 
which contain a point x and lie on a plane ~z (x on zr). Let ~ be the set of the stars 
of lines in P, where a star is the set of all lines through a point. The geometric space 
Fi(P) := (G, ~ ,~)  is the Grassmann space of P. Now, we quote the characterization 
of the Grassmann spaces given in 1984 by Melone and Olanda [3]. 
Theorem 1 (Melone and Olanda [3]). Let (G, LP,5 a) be a geometric space. Assume 
the following: (G, d )  is an irreducible proper semilinear space whose lines are not 
maximal subspaces; 50 is a set of subspaces of (G, ~)  which cover G; and 
(1.1)for each BE5 ~ and each aEG\B it holds: (i) every element, say B', of SP 
through a intersects B in a unique point; (ii) the set {ff N B [ a E B' E 5e} is a line 
fa, S; (iii) ~a.S = B M a ±. 
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Then a projective space P exists such that F1(P) is isomorphic to (G, LP, Se). 
Conversely, if (G, 5~, 6P) is the Grassmann space of some projective space, then (1.1) 
holds. 
It should be noted that the assumptions made in Theorem 1 imply that the elements 
of ,5 e are maximal subspaces of (G, £P). Suppose, on the contrary, that B E 5 a is not 
a maximal subspace. Then, by (1.1)(iii), B is a line. For each a E B, a is collinear 
with all points of G; therefore, every element of 5 p is a line. It follows that (G, 6 e) 
is a projective plane. By assumption, in (G,5 a) there are non-collinear points, a 
contradiction. 
In order to define the Grassmannian of a linear space, we make some assumptions, 
which allow to give a consistent definition of a pencil of lines. The linear space 
L = (S, £a) is called normal if (i) the span of three non-aligned points (to be called 
a plane) does not contain subspaces other than the trivial ones, the points and the 
lines; (ii) rkL > 3. 
If L=(S,  £,q) is a normal inear space, the Grassmann space of L, or Grassmannian 
of L, is the geometric space F(L) := (£a,.,~, 6p), where ~- and S~ are the sets of the 
pencils and the stars of lines in L, respectively. Now we state, without proof, some 
properties of F(L). 
(G1) (£,a, f f )  is a semilinear space and 5" is a family of subspaces of (£o,~,~). 
(G2) ~± = O. 
(G3) aE 5(', BE5  e, a ~ B :=> a ± NB is a line 4,8; if aE4,8 and a E/~E S~, a ~ B, 
then a E {a,9. 
(G4) Each gE~ is a proper subset of an element of 5<. 
(G5) BI,B2E5 ¢, B1 ¢B2 ~ IB1 nB2l = 1. 
Given a subset boo of 5g we define inductively 
~/ := {B E 5 a [ 3 B', B" E 5e/_ 1, B' ~ B": B fq B' M B" ~ 0} for i > 0. 
(G6) If B, B1 ,B2,B3 E oq', B1 fq B2 fq B3 = ~J and the points B M B1, B M B2, B fq B3 are 
on the same line, then, setting 5go := {B1,B2,B3}, there exists i E N such that B E 5~/. 
In the next section we will prove: 
Theorem 2. I f  the geometric space (£P,~, ~9 a) fulfils the axioms from (G1) to (G5), 
then L := (Sg, ~),  where ~1 :=  {r a [ a E £P} and r a :=  {B E 5 p [ a E B}, is a linear 
space. I f  in addition (£P, ~, 6P) is the Grassmannian of a linear space L', then L' is 
isomorphic to L. 
The meaning of Theorem 2 is that (£e, ~, 5~) can be the Grassmann space of at 
most one linear space, which is the above defined L. However, this does not happen 
in all cases: as we will show, F(L) is not always isomorphic to (£a, ~-, 5~). So, (G6) is 
necessary to prove the representation theorem: 
Theorem 3. I f  (£P,g~r, Se) fulfils the axioms (G1)-(G6), then L = (5#,~) (see 
Theorem 2) is a normal inear space whose Grassmannian is isomorphic to ( ~,~,5¢).  
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Theorem 3 is proved in Section 3. 
In this paper we will deal with the topological case too. We need three more topolog- 
ical axioms, (G7)-(G9), for the characterization f the Grassmannians of the normal 
topological linear spaces (which are 'normal' as linear spaces). Such axioms generalize 
the ones given by Misfeld et al. [4] in the projective case. 
2. Pseudograssmannians 
A geometric space (Za,~-,,5 e) satisfying (G1)-(G5) will be called a pseudo- 
grassmannian. If (G6) holds too, then (~, ,~-, J )  is a regular pseudograssmannian. 
The next two propositions give the proof of Theorem 2. 
(2.1) If F=(ZP, .~-, 5 e) is a pseudograssmannian, then L (F )=( ,~ ~)  (see Theorem 2) 
is a linear space. Such a linear space is called the linear space related to F. 
Proof. First, we show that Ira] ~> 2 for any aE~.  By (G2), an element b in ~ exists 
such that b 76 a. Since (~a,~) is a semilinear space, a line exists which contains 
b. By (G4), there is a B E o5 e containing such a line, hence b E B. We have a ~ B 
and, by (G3), there are two points Cl,C2 E B such that Cl Ha, c2~a.  For i = 1,2 
a Bi E ~('¢ exists such that ~ C Bi. (G5) yields B1 ~ Be; consequently, Ira l >1 2. (G5) 
also implies that any two distinct points of L(F)  belong to exactly one line. [] 
It is easy to check the following property: 
(2.2) If L is a normal linear space, then L(F(L))  is isomorphic to L. An isomor- 
phism is the mapping x ~ Bx, where Bx is the star of lines of L with center x. 
As a result of (2.2), L H F(L) is an one-to-one mapping of the set of the normal 
linear spaces into the set of the pseudograssmannians. We now show that this mapping 
is not onto. Let P be a projective space of dimension greater than three. Take a 
subspace S~ of P, and define (~, o~, 5 e) := F(P). For every point x in S~', let 
E* := {aE~IxCaC_S~}.  
Furthermore, define 
~*  := ~ U {Ex* Ix point in S~}\{¢E~ Ithe plane of E is contained in S 3 }, 
F* := (~,~*,,~e).  
(2.3) F* is a pseudograssmannian. There exists no normal inear space L, such that 
F(L) is isomorphic to F*. 
Proof. We omit to check the axioms from (G1) to (G5). The latter statement follows 
from (2.2), observing that L(F* )= P [] 
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The following result will be used in Section 3: 
(2.4) Let F = (50,~,5P) be a pseudograssmannian, a d (5e,:~) := L(F). Assume 
B1,B2,B3 E 5 e are not on the same line of L(F). For any permutation of (123), say 
(ijh), we define ai := Bj ABh (intersection of subsets of 5 °) and fi := aj, ah (so, fi 
is a line in (50,.~-)). Furthermore, let J *  := {B E 5eIB M fl ~ ~}. Then the span of 
{B1,B2,B3} in L(F) ,  say J ,  is contained in J * .  
Proof. Clearly, B1,B2,B3 E J*. It is then enough to prove that J *  is a subspace. 
Let B' ,B"EJ* ,  B ~ ¢B" ,  a :=BtNB '', so ra is the line joining B t and B" in L(F). 
I f  a E El, then ra C_J* is straightforward. Otherwise, (G5) yields a ~ B1 and then 
fa.8, = fl. Each BEr~ meets B1 in a point which is collinear with a, i.e. a point of f~. 
This completes the proof. [] 
3. Regular pseudograssmannians 
(3.1) If  (SP,~)  is a normal linear space, then F (5~,~)  is a regular pseudo- 
grassmannian. 
Proof. We check (G6). Let xi be the center of Bi. Define inductively Ho := {xi,x2,x3 } 
and 
3X ! X t t  p . r  Hi := {xES[  , ~rt/_ l :  xEx' ,x"} for i > 0. 
Then Ho = UiE~ Hi. 
Let x be the center of B; assume B ~ ,900. As a consequence of the assumption 
on B, the lines x, xi, x, x2 and ~ belong to the same pencil. Therefore, XEXl,X2,X 3
and an i E ~ exists such that x EHi. The statement follows from 5ei = {Bx Ix EH/}. 
(Bx has been defined in (2.2)). [] 
(3.2) If  (G6) and the assumptions of (2.4) hold, then J = J* .  Furthermore, for each 
BE J, the points BMB1, BNB2 and BMB3 lie on the same line. 
Proof. We have to show J *  C_J. First, J = UiEI ~ ~i .  Let BE J*. I f  ai EB for some i, 
then the statement is straightforward. Then we assume BN {a l, a2, a3}-----0. For i = 1,2, 3, 
let ci := Bi M B. We have el E f i  = fa,,8, and, by (G3), fc,,B2 = •2, fel,B3 = f3- As a 
result, ci Efi  for i = 1,2, 3. Furthermore, ai E fc,,~a implies el E 4,,~ = c2, c3. Then cl, 
c2 and c3 are on the same line and the statement follows from (G6). [] 
(3.3) If  F = (~,~,5  p) is a regular pseudograssmannian, then L(F )= (5e,~) is 
a normal linear space. 
Proof. Let/71, /~2 and /~3 be three points of L(F) ,  not on the same line. Let BI, B2 
and B3 be three non-aligned points belonging to the span of/71, /72 and /73. Given 
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a permutation of (123), say (hkm), let ah :=/~k MBm; /h := ak, am; ah := Bk MBm; 
fh := ak, am. For /~i ~ Bj define cij := Bi A Bj. We have to prove {B1,B2,/'~3} = 
{B~,B~,B3} (the spans are in L(F)). If {/~1,B2,/~3} = {B~,B2,B3}, then the statement 
is trivial. So, we assume B~ ~ {B~,/~2,/~3} and c~, c~, c31 are defined. An h~{1,2,3} 
exists such that ~h ¢~ B~. Take m and k such that {h,m,k} = {1,2,3}. By (3.2) the 
points cH, c~ and c3~ are on the same line. Since cm~ and ck~ are collinear with fi~ 
and Cm~ ~ ck~ (otherwise cml = c~ =fih ~B~), we obtain c~,c~,c3~ ,~, .  
Now choose two integer numbers v and w such that {v,w} --- {2,3}. Since a~ ~B1 
and ah ~B~ we have a~ ~/}m fqB~. Without loss of generality, we may assume a~ ¢~/~m. 
Since ao GBw, we have that [tmNBw is a point, say Crow, different from Cm~. Furthermore, 
~a,.,/~ = Oral,Crow" 
The first statement of (3.2), with respect o the triple/~m, /~n, /~k, implies that B~, 
B~ and B3 meet/~m in subsets of the line ~m = ~th,~lk. So, Cml,CmwG~th,~tk and
~l h E Cml, Crow ~ ~at,,B~" 
By (G3), we have av E ~h,B,. This holds for v = 2 and v = 3, hence fl = #ah,~. 
We already proved c~1,c21,c31 E(~h,8~. Then B1, B2 and B3 meet B1 in points belonging 
to El; then, by (3.2), we have that in L(F) the points/~1, /~2, B3 belong to the span 
of B1, B2 and B3. It follows that L(F) satisfies the first property of the normal linear 
spaces. 
Next, we prove that L(F) is not the span of three points. Assume that B1, B2 and 
B3 are points in L(F), not on the same line. Let fl be the line defined in (2.4). 
By (G4), B1 \El contains at least one point a E ~. The line r~ of L(F) meets the span 
of B1, B2 and B3 in exactly one point. [] 
We now prove Theorem 3. 
Let F=(~,  ~, 6 e) be a regular pseudograssmannian and L(F)= (5~,~) the related 
normal linear space. We will prove that 7 : cp __~ ~ : a ~ ra is an isomorphism 
between F and F(L(F))=: (L~e~,~',5~'). 
If ra =rb, then r~={BESe la ,  bcB} and Ir~l > 1, (o5) imply a=b.  So, 7 is 
a bijection. 
Next, let f E ~. Take a~,a"E E, a t ~ a" and B,B~,B"C 5 ~ such that ECB, B~fq 
B=a', B"MB=at' (this is possible because (G4), (G5) and Ira'l, Ira'l 1> 2 hold). Then 
a C f if, and only if, ra contains B and lies on the span of B, B ~ and B" (see (3.2)). 
Hence, 7(() is a pencil in L(F). We omit the remaining checks. [] 
4. Topological pseudograssmannians 
Let (L,¢,~, 5~) be a pseudograssmannian. We now assume that L~', ~ and 5 e are 
topological spaces. (~, o~, 5P) is called a topological pseudograssmannian (-- TPG), if 
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the following conditions are satisfied: 
(G7) o9 : (5  ° × 50)* ~ ~- : (a,b) ~ a,b is an identification map 1. 
(G8) o : (5 e x 5e) * ~ 50 : (B1,B2) ~ BI AB2 is a continuous mapping. 
(G9))~ : ~ ~ 5 e : f ~ 2(f),  with 2(f)  D f, is a continuous mapping. 
In the above definitions, 
(50 x 50)* := {(a,b)E50 × 501a ¢ b, a~b},  
and 
(5 p × 5g) * := {(B1,B2)ESt' × ~lOl ¢B2}.  
2 is a well-defined mapping by (G4) and (G5). 
An isomorphism between two TPGs (~,~,5  e) and (50 ' ,~ ' ,5  a')  is a geometric 
isomorphism ? : 50 ~ 50' such that 7 and the induced mappings ?~ : ~ ~ o~', ~ : 
5 e ~ 5 p' are homeomorphisms. 
Examples of TPGs are the projective [4] and affine [6] topological Grassmann spaces. 
We now define another class of TPGs. Let L = (S, 50) be a normal topological 
linear space and F(L ) - - - (50 ,~,5  a) its Grassmann space. We take on ~- and 5 a the 
topologies which are induced by o9 and/7  : S ~ coo : x ~ Bx, respectively. The triple 
of topological spaces (~,  ~-, Sf) will be once again denoted by I ' (L)  and called the 
Grassmann space o f  the normal topolooical inear space L. 
(4.1) I f  L is a normal topological inear space, then F(L)  is a TPG. 
Proof. By definition, o9 is an identification map. We now prove that a is a continuous 
mapping. Since/7 is a homeomorphism, it is enough to remark that, for x, y E S, x ~ y, 
(n  ~ .11-1×17 -t  h 
Dx, l~y) l , (x ,y )  l ) f f (Bx ,By  ). 
It remains to show that 2 is continuous, i.e. for any open subset, say U, of 6 e, 
o9- I (2-1(U))  is an open subset of (50 x 50)*. This follows from 
og- l (2 -1(U))  = s - l ( /7 -1 (U) ) .  [] 
We shall prove that there are no other regular TPGs than those described in (4.1). So, 
we now assume that F = (50,~,6g) is a regular TPG, and L = (6P,~) its 
normal linear space. We saw that F(L )= (~ ,~ ' ,6  e ' )  is isomorphic to F. The 
isomorphism is 
? : 50 --~ ~g : a F--~ ra. 
We take on ~ the topology induced by 7, so L is a pair of  topological spaces. 
We have 
(4.2) L is a topological inear space. 
l Let A and B be topological spaces. ~ : A ~ B is an identification map whenever the following condition 
holds: for X C B, X is an open subset of B iff c¢ -1 (B) is an open subset of A. 
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Proof. The statement is a consequence of the fact that the following diagrams are 
commutative: 
f f  
(~ x 60*  , ~ (~ x ~t)* 
h\  and 
7--1X,~ - ]  
(~  x ~)* 
2 
(4.3) 7 is an isomorphism of TPGs. 
Proof. By definition, 7 is a homeomorphism. The following diagram is commutative: 
tD 
(~¢ x Lf)* , 
OY 
(~ x ~t)* , ~ '  
7~ 
In the diagram, m~ is the joining of points in F(L). Since 09 and mt are identification 
maps, 7~ is a homeomorphism. 
If BE6 e, then 7~e(B) -- {ra ]aEB} is the star of lines of L with center in B. Hence, 
7¢ is a homeomorphism by the definition of topology on 5e( [] 
Combining (4.2) and (4.3), we obtain 
Theorem 4. Every regular TPG is isomorphic to the Grassmann space of a normal 
topological linear space. 
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